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CMP Cable Cleats
CMP Products offers a comprehensive range of cable cleats that support cables and conductors,
retaining the mechanical load of the cable itself and reducing the mechanical stress placed on any
cable termination.

Rigorous Testing
All of our range is designed, constructed, tested and third party certified in accordance with IEC
61914:2009 to ensure the safety of personnel, the protection of the cable management system
and the operating environment.
This testing ensures that the cable cleats are capable of providing the necessary resistance to
electromechanical forces, can retain the mechanical load that the cables and conductors are
subjected to when under fault conditions, and will safely maintain the integrity of the cable.
We also offer project-specific testing to ensure customer needs are met in full.

Expertise and Experience
At CMP Products, we can design and manufacture cable cleats for all applications, including
single, trefoil, quad and matrix applications, and the expertise offered by our technical department
means we can assist with detailed technical queries and design bespoke applications to suit the
specialist needs of our clients.
Alongside this expertise comes experience. Our cable cleat range has been created and developed
with a comprehensive understanding of the site installation requirements and issues faced by
engineering design contractors and installers alike. Lessons learned over many years of supplying
other cable related solutions are factored into our products and can be seen in a raft of unique
new design features.
These include the capability to accommodate a wide range of fluctuating cable diameters and
detailing that adds to the general ease of installation.

A comprehensive and diverse range
CMP cable cleats are designed for use within heavy industrial applications and hazardous
locations, as well as the arduous conditions and harsh environments encountered by operators in
the railways, tunnels and underground, oil and gas and petrochemical industry sectors.
We can offer a cable cleat to suit a variety of support structures including, cable ladder, cable tray,
basket, channel, masonry or concrete, and can manufacture in a variety of materials to suit the
environmental conditions they may be subjected to.
Safety is the CMP priority - all CMP cable cleat products are third party tested and
certified to IEC 61914:2009 prior to being released on to the market.
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